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Constitutional’: Homeland Security Chairperson
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… and if you question it, you are “a horrible moron,” concludes Peter T. King, Chair of the
House Committee on Homeland Security.

This 2-minute video from We Are Change Luke Rudkowski powerfully captures what US
“leadership” has become. The good news is their arrogance and evasion is only tragic-comic
sideshows to the “emperor has no clothes” obvious facts of their massive crimes centering
in war and money.

 

This is what matters:

War law within US treaties is crystal-clear in letter and intent: no nation may use
military armed attacks unless under attack by another nation’s government. The
US military armed attacks in current and expanding targets are obvious unlawful
and unconstitutional Wars of Aggression. War law was written in every language
on the planet for the people to uphold limited government in war.
War law is the legal victory of all American families’ sacrifices through two world
wars.  US  military  have  Oaths  of  Enlistment  to  support  and  defend  the  US
Constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic. War law’s treaty-status
means US military are obligated to refuse all orders in current wars and act to
arrest those who issue them. There are no lawful war orders when the wars are
unlawful.
The use of war violence is usually associated with criminal acts for money, and
lies to evade public recognition of these obvious crimes. Crimes by US oligarchic
“leadership” for money are just as obvious upon inspection. Propaganda by US
corporate media’s six companies to criminally lie and evade is also easy to prove
for anyone willing to look.

This is our present and future:

Americans  can  choose  intellectual  integrity  and moral  courage to  use  their
voices and actions in light of the “emperor has no clothes” obvious. This will
save millions of lives, help billions in poverty, and reclaim trillions in the public’s
monies  that  have  been  looted.  The  obvious  war-murders  will  end.  Obvious
reforms to release looted money, and reforming credit and money as public
services rather than bankster parasitism can quickly cause full-employment for
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infrastructure investment.
Americans should consider a Truth & Reconciliation offer to the “1%” criminals.
The advantage is to split  those members willing to reclaim their hearts and
integrity to help us, make it easier for the criminals to surrender rather than fight
us, and most quickly enact policies to reclaim our humanity.
Americans could refuse to engage in this basic civil requirement for freedom,
and earn the Greek insult for political apathy that is so powerful it’s remained
untranslated for over 2,000 years: idiot.

Choose carefully. You may just have what you choose and work for.
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